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Objectives

Some high level functionalities of the website in-
clude:
• Random and manual node placement
• Data analysis of created topology
• Saving and loading of previously made

topologies
• Heatmap of selected data type showing

intensity by color

Introduction

• In many current research studies on cellular
networks utilize the simulations of multiple
devices and Base Stations (BSs)

• These simulations often randomly generate
locations for these nodes

• A spatial distribution of nodes according to real
geographical data will provide a more realistic
simulation, and thus more accurate results

• Our website provides the research community
with a tool capable of generating, visualizing, and
exporting node locations based on real
geographical data

Load and Save Topologies

Current functionalities of the website so far:
• Editable area selection
• Placement of nodes (Randomly or Manually)
• Placement of stations with visible orientation
• Data analysis (area, node density, etc)
• Show, load, and save previously made topologies

(node and station placement) as .db, .txt, or .csv
file

These functionalities could help researchers in a mul-
titude of ways, including nodal analysis simulations
for networking purposes.

Figure 1:Example of topology creation

Figure 2:Previous topologies saved to the database

Heatmap

Current functionalities of the website so far:
• Accepts a CSV file with "Latitude, Longitude,

Weight" columns
• Color bar generated dynamically to display

intensity of each weight
• Address search-bar to estimate the weight at the

specified location
These functionalities help visualize the intensity of
certain data types based on their geographic posi-
tioning, aiding in the research of this type of analy-
sis.

Figure 3:Example of heatmap with RSRP10 as selected data
type

Figure 4:Previous topology loaded from database

Conclusion

To conclude, this web-tool will allow users to create,
manage, and analyze many types of wireless topolo-
gies. A tool with these features will be powerful for
researchers around the world for numerous applica-
tions:
• Smart city planning
• Network performance analysis and design
• Network optimization
• Integration with simulation software such as NS3

and SimuLTE
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